Newsletter - Week 6 Term 3 2020
From the Principal
Term 3 is always busy and exciting! This newsletter is
filled with many of the highlights of the term so far and
information on what is happening in the next few weeks.
I’m pleased to let you know that our Principal, Rachel
McLennan is improving daily and is hoping to be back at
school very soon.
School Closure and Pupil Free Days- Reminder
As mentioned in our previous newsletter there will be a
School Closure Day on Monday 7th September and a
Pupil Free Day on Tuesday 8th September. On the pupil
free day staff will be delving more deeply into learning design
and assessment.
Three Way Learning Conversations (interviews)
From Monday 14th through to Friday 18th September we
have set aside times for three-way learning conversations.
We have changed the name of these meetings to reflect
our emphasis on students being able to articulate their
learning. Your child has recently worked with their teacher
to update their learning goals ready to share with you as
part of the three way learning conversation. We hope that
this assists you to work together with the school to
support your child’s learning.
Due to the cancellation of our term 1 learning
conversations, I strongly encourage you to make a time to
meet with your child’s class teacher and/or one of the
specialist teachers to talk about your child’s progress.
We have developed a COVID safe action plan to address
adult social distancing requirements. Notes inviting
parents to book in will be coming home today. Our late
night interviews will be on Monday 14th September.
Please select some suitable times and return the booking
form to your child’s class teacher as soon as possible,
especially if you have more than one child so that
teachers can coordinate your times for all children.
School Service Officer (SSO) week
We have quite a team of School Service Officers (SSOs),
who carry out a wide range of duties across the school.
These include administration, finance, facilities, Resource
Centre and those who work directly supporting student
learning. Our team is highly skilled and they make a real
difference to our students’ learning outcomes. This week
we celebrate the work they do and the contribution they
make to both the students and also to the school and its
community. I would like to acknowledge our team and
thank them for their continued dedication to the PGR7
school community.
Are your contact details up to date?
To be COVID prepared we need to
ensure that we have up-to-date
phone numbers and current email
addresses for all families as this is
how you will be contacted if the need arises. We would
23 Shepherdson Road,
Parafield Gardens, SA 5107
Tel: 8258 1816 Fax: 8281 5857
http://www.youtube.com/user/ParafieldGR7

also like to remind parents to continue to use Class Dojo
as a communication tool between school and home.
Vicki Poulain

Only two weeks until our Fun Run Day and we are so
close to hitting our school target of $20,000! Keep
sharing your profile via text, social media or email and
who knows...we could hit $25,000! A family letter will be
sent out this Friday with all the event details.
HAPPY FUNDRAISING!
Mr Medlin - Wellbeing Leader - Fun Run Co-ordinator
2020 School Fees are Overdue
Final Notices have been sent out for all accounts in
arrears. If not paid within 30 days families will be placed
in the hands of Debt Collection, in accordance with
Section 106A of the Education Act which allows
Governing Councils to legally recover outstanding
Materials and Services Charges. If you are experiencing
difficulties with payment, please contact the office.
Lynne Lean - Administration Officer
OSHC
A reminder that the service will be available for the Student
Free Day, on Tuesday 8th September with a minimum
number of 20 students attending. However we will not be
offering this service for the School Closure Day on
Monday (7th September).
Please Contact us to make your booking on 8281 5104 or
0401 121 430.
Aida Chapman - OSHC Director
DIARY DATES

Scientific Bubble Show
Thursday 3rd September
SCHOOL CLOSURE DAY
MONDAY 7TH SEPTEMBER
STUDENT FREE DAY
TUESDAY 8TH SEPTEMBER
3-Way Learning Conversations (Interviews)
Monday 14th to 18th September
Dental 4 Schools Program
Monday 21st September
Casual Day with gold coin donation
Wednesday 23rd September
Last Day of Term 3
Early Dismissal at 2:00pm
Friday 25th September
Comments and Feedback to:

dl.0537_info@schools.sa.edu.au

www.pgardens.sa.edu.au

Our SMS number for absences: 0416 906 258

Early Years Swimming

As part of our Health and PE curriculum children from
Reception to Year 2 were involved in swimming
lessons at the Elizabeth Aquadome Swimming Centre
from Tuesday 11th to Friday 14th August. These
lessons were conducted by qualified Education
Department instructors. It was a very exciting week
with lots of highlights!
On the first day at swimming we blew bubbles in the
water and we used kickboards. We kicked our feet and
splashed the water. We played games too and had lots
of fun. When the whistle blew we got out of the water
and put our towels on.
Het and Elena Room 5
The next day I was practising my kicking with a
kickboard. I jumped into the water and went under, I
had my goggles on and could see other people under
the water. After swimming we went back to school on
the bus.
Perez Room 4

In the third lesson we had some free play. It was great
fun! I swam under the water. I wore a life jacket too but
when I jumped into the water I still went down. The life
jacket helped me to float back up to the top of the
water. Everyone in my group had one. It was fun.
Liam Room 1
On the last day of swimming week we had to run
across the pool in the water three times from side to
side! It was really hare to run in the water. After that
the swimming teacher dropped some toys into the
water and we had to dive down and pick them up. I
had my goggles on so I could open my eyes and see it.
My toy was little with tiny symbols on it. I loved
swimming week and I want to go again next year when
I am in Year 1.
Spencer Room 2

I got a red noodle and wrapped it around my back so
that I could lie on my back and float. Then I put it
around my belly and I put my mouth in the water and
blew some bubbles, but I didn’t put my whole face in

the water. Yesterday we wore life jackets and I tried to
float, but I sank. I held the bars and I walked carefully to
the deep end. Then the swimming teacher blew the
whistle so we got out of the pool. We were practising for
an emergency.
Rachael Room 6

Zones of Regulation

In Room 9, we are learning about the Zones of
Regulation. As a part of National Science Week, we
used chemical reactions to test whether our ability to
successfully identify emotions, and what Zone they fall
into, had improved.
We used Bicarb of Soda and vinegar for the reactions.
Our teacher secretly added in green, blue, yellow or red
food colouring. Before we added the vinegar to cause a
chemical reaction, we would guess what the emotion
was and what zone it was in. We guessed four out of
five correctly, a pretty good effort! Through our
experiment today we learnt that if you are feeling a little
bit sick you might be in the blue zone, but if you are
feeling really unwell you may increase to the yellow or
even the red zone because you may not be able to
think! Our last tube tricked us a little with the face mask
on, as it exploded with blue, yellow and red!
The Zones of Regulation is a program that teaches
students how to identify their emotions and appropriate
strategies to independently self-regulate. The Zones use
four colour categories: blue, green, yellow and red. In
the blue zone, students experience slower emotions
such as tired, bored, shy, unwell. In the green zone
students are ‘ready to go’. They can concentrate, are
calm and are in a great space for learning. In the yellow
zones we identify that students need to slow down.
Commonly yellow is associated with faster more
heightened emotions such as excited, silly, frustrated,
and worried. In the red zone, we ‘need to stop’. This
Zone is where students identify that they have become
unsafe and need to move away from everyone until they
are in a safer state to solve their problems or concerns.

Fun Challenges in Auslan

The Year 4 students in Room 28 were highly engaged in
group Auslan conversation activities talking about food
using question and answer form such as "I have ..., who
has..?”
"It was challenging but taught me a lot of new signs" Kobi
"I really like to learn Auslan. The activity was fun" Chelsea
"It was challenging" Priscilla

Science Incursion

EWW, gross...I just drank dinosaur pee! It’s true
because did you know we drink animals’ (especially
dinosaurs) pee? Almost every single bit of water we
drink has at one time been drunk and then peed out by
a dinosaur! A man from SA water came to our school
and taught us about Earth’s water and how we waste
water. What he said was very interesting, unusual and
was 100% true. He taught us about the three P’s that
should go down the toilet. They were POO, PEE and
PAPER! (sometimes there are four P’s). And did you
know that 70% of Earth is made up of WATER? And
guess what? We only drink 2% of that water. Oh I
almost forgot - the man’s name was Cam. He also
taught us about the water cycle and how it works.
SA Water workers also clean our water from the toilets
with all that poo, pee and paper inside it. Just saying,
when you poop, flush the full flush button and when
you pee flush the half flush button. When you brush
your teeth don’t leave the tap on. How long do you stay
in the shower? Well we should stay for only 4 minutes
and if you stay longer than that you will waste water.
Do you need more pocket money? Do some of the
things to save water and say to your parents that you
helped them to pay less in water bills and that will help
you to earn more pocket money.

Fraction Fun in Room 26

It's always exciting when teachers call me to come and
experience new learning with their students. Rooms 26a
and 26b invited me into their classroom for an engaging
sorting activity as part of their introduction to
fractions. Students were provided with a range of different
objects and, in pairs, had to sort them into two groups.
Students categorized their groups by size, colour and
shape, to name a few, and began the process of
recording their groups as fractions. By the end of the
lesson it was clear that students understood that the
whole collection, known as the denominator, never
changes and that each group, or numerator, was a part of
the whole collection. What an engaging way to make realworld connections to mathematics!
Kirsty Dimitropoulos - Maths Coach

Mahi Room 29

Class Awards

Term 3 Week 4: Room 1: Emaan 2: Savannah 3:
Savannah 4: Urooj 5: Liam 6: Kaitlyn 7: Amelia 8:
Taylor 9: Yasmeen 10: Mayram 11: Jaxson 12: Simin
19: Chyler 20: Athena 23: Mohia 24: Sagar 26a: Alana
26b: Cooper 27: Tander 28: City 29: Salman 30:
Corey 31: Mason 32: Ryan 33: Daryn 34: Mayyes,
Anon
Health/PE (Mr C) Room 32
Health/PE (Mr Parsons) Room 19
Music/Drama (Ms Yates) Room 5
Music/Drama (Ms Mentha) Room 9
Auslan (Ms Krohn) Room 19
Auslan (Mrs Neilson) Room 2

School Crossing Monitors

Thank you to our School Crossing Monitors for weeks
4, 5 and 6 for their positive approach and enthusiasm
to the task.
Week 4 Room 26a & b: Tirth. Abrahim, Kaitlyn, Ali,
Mackenzie, Ethan, Jayda, Minh, Hunter, Alana
Week 5 Room 26a & b: Melanie, Jayda, Luca, Ellie
Grace, Minh, Tirth, Alana, Akshar, Dev, Hope, Ali,
Abrahim, Kelly
Week 6 Room 33: Ramon, Siang, Trent, Krystina,
Jade, Amelia, Efrim, Happyness, Axel

Year 7 Camp
Our Year 7 students attended the Woodhouse Activity Centre from 10th to 12 August where outdoor lessons were
planned and conducted by specialist educators. This camp experience promoted cooperation, wellbeing and
ecologically sustainable ways of living. Through direct experience, it created an inspiring ongoing learning
experience for students as they explored and discovered things in the natural world. Activities included orienteering,
team challenges, Challenge Hill, ‘survivor’ (where students learnt basic first aid, finding and purifying water and
shelter building) and more.
On August 10th, the year 7 classes left to go to Woodhouse Activity Centre. We
left at 9:00am and It took 1hr to get to Woodhouse. We drove for 35.8km from
school to there. When we were going down the freeway we were going so
slowly, it felt like an eternity. We got there at 10am and we got into our dorms.
I was in a dorm with Brayden, Omid, Ibrahim, James, and Reiner. In the Dorm
next to me was Corey, Lachlan, O’shea, Loveleen, Ben and Tyler.
The first activity that our group did was the Tube Slide. When we went down
the Tube Slide I didn’t expect water
sprinklers spraying in my face. We had to
walk up a hill which was agony. After we
were done with the tube slide we had
recess - I had a croissant and a muffin.
Our second activity at 11:00am was hiking.
Our teacher said we were doing the Heysen Trail and when we were walking we
had to cross a fence over a ladder, but the ground was so wet and soggy, it felt
like goo. We passed a golf course and I made a joke about me getting my golf
clubs and wanting to play golf. We had passed a river and we saw some fish
swimming in the water. When we were walking I got cut by a plant on my calf
and now I have a scab. We had walked for 3km to the end of the trail and 3km
back to the Camp which was no problem. After we finished our hike we had lunch and I had a cheese and bacon roll,
which was delicious!
For our third activity we did Challenge Hill which was EPIC! Each walk to the next obstacle was tough because we
had to keep running up the hill. there were 30 obstacles but we got to 19. We were all on the rope swing. Nate who
was first made it then I was up. I had the rope in my hand hoping to make it but I didn’t have enough momentum so I
fell. The water was so cold it made me shiver. Almost everyone fell in! We had to go back because we were late so
we could eat. Jonah
I woke up in the morning feeling good because it was my birthday. I got ready
for breakfast and headed to the canteen area where food was served. For
breakfast we had scrambled eggs and bacon with bread. I thought it was quite
yummy because I haven’t eaten this kind of food for a long time. The bacon was
crunchy and the eggs were tasty. Luckily, we got to have seconds! After
breakfast, my activity group went out to do the activity ‘Survival’. The person
who led us taught us about how to filter and purify water, how to make fire and
how to build mini houses to protect you from bad weather. Our first task was to
clean water. We went to the nearby river to catch some water. He mentioned
that fast moving water is usually cleaner than slow moving because it has less
viruses and bacteria. We came back and talked about how it could be filtered.
He said that using cloth could keep the dirt out or using straw which is safer to
use. Purifying the water would consist of using sand, stone, charcoal and any thick material. I was quite inspired.
Later on we learnt about how we could light a fire using nature. There was a
cool process where you would use a bow with a string and sticks. It seemed
difficult but apparently it works. We also discovered that we could use flint
and stone to light a fire. We tried it in groups, but it was difficult for me
maybe because my technique was incorrect. There was also a way to light a
fire by using batteries. For this method, you would also need the one sided
battery and some steel wool. It worked really well.
Then we had to build a mini house for bad weather. Apparently you would
die in bad weather conditions after 2 hours of exposure. To build the house
we used huge sticks as well as smaller ones. Then we covered our stick
house with some cloth. It wasn’t the best, but we had fun.
As I walked into the canteen room, I smelt something like cupcakes. I walked
closer to the smell and noticed that there were heaps of iced cupcakes with
one different with a candle. I guessed this must’ve been for me. I wondered
how they knew and instantly thought that my friends would have told them. I felt overjoyed and shy because I have
never had this feeling around my friends and a whole lot of other students and teachers as well. I saw Ms. C walk up
to the middle of the room with the special cupcake in her hands. I waited nervously. She said that today wasn’t only
special because we have all these cool activities, but because it was my birthday. My heart was beating really fast
and I couldn’t remove the smile off my face. When everyone in the room sang Happy Birthday for me, I felt special
and unique. I never had this kind of celebration before. When they finished singing, Ms. C asked me to blow the unlit
candle on the cupcake. Everyone cheered. I was speechless. The feelings I felt cannot be described. My head was
whirring and it felt like I was floating in mid-air. I cannot remember a better memorable time than that huge
celebration that happened at camp. It was the best day ever! Reiner

Year 7 Camp
On Wednesday, which was the last day of camp, we had to get up early so we could pack our stuff ready to leave at
around 2:00pm. After I finished packing and getting dressed. I walked outside and smelt the fresh morning air out in
the hills for the last time at camp. I went back in my cabin to make sure I had everything and it was all tidy. It took a
while shoving everything in my bags and my wrist started to ache. When everyone in my cabin was done we walked
into the cafeteria for breakfast.
I sat down at the back table with Tahlia, Josh, Ryan W, Tyler W, Sienna
and Mikayla R. For breakfast we could either have Corn Flakes, Rice
Bubbles, toast or pancakes. Of Course I had pancakes with cream and
maple syrup. The pancakes were delicious! They were so soft and fluffy
and almost as good as my mums (and my mum’s pancakes are the
best).
When we finished breakfast my group (group 2) had disc golf first up.
Disc golf was fun but difficult, I tried so many times to get it in the cage
in less than 5 throws but I always got it in in about 7 or 8. There was 1
that I did in 5 throws and I was very proud of myself. When we finished
disc golf we went straight onto orienteering. I was in a group with
Tahlia, Josh and Ryan W. Orienteering involved trying to find out a
word by following a map to different poles that had a number and letter
on them. The number showed where to put the letter for example if the
pole said 13 B then you would put a B in the 13 box.
We walked around for a bit trying to find some of the poles and my legs
were BURNING from walking up the hills. I think my legs hated me for
doing all that especially for 3 days! Since it was almost morning tea we had to turn around and head back. After
morning tea my group had Challenge Hill, we actually had it on Monday but we had to finish it . After we walked up all
those hills, we finally made it to Challenge Hill - well close to Challenge Hill. We stopped at the Labyrinth, which is a
very fun maze. Some people if they wanted to could go with Ms Bre’s group and finish the Challenge Hill, or we could
stay with Ms Elliot and do the Labyrinth of course I chose to do the Labyrinth because I am lazy and did not want to
use my energy going up and down hills. Josh and I went in the labyrinth and tried to escape and we did it. Skylah
One of the activities was walking the Heysen Trail hike - no one was
excited about it. Tahlia R and I led it by looking for the signs to tell us where
to go but Mr C was the leader for most of it. When we got to a fence there
was a ladder and then a really muddy puddle that almost everyone slipped
in but luckily I didn’t slip. After that we went up a massive hill and it was
very narrow. Once we got to the top everyone started looking for koalas
and Miss Brown told everyone to be quiet so you could hear them but we
didn’t see or hear any. When we got back everyone was tired and sore.
Another challenge was Challenge Hill and as we were walking up to it I was
excited but scared as well. When we got there Mr C explained what to do
then we were off and the first challenge was a rope swing into a chained
wall you had to climb over. I was scared but excited. The second activity
gave me anxiety because I'm scared of heights. This challenge was a tower
you had to climb up then climb down. I can’t remember them all but one of
my favourites was the flying fox. When I got there Taj went first and he said
that he would bring it back but he didn’t. Anyway when I got it I sat on it and
Miss Brown gave me a big push but there was a problem with that push.
When I hit the end I almost flew off and did a double back flip! Thanks Miss Brown!. By the time we were finished
Taya and I were going crazy because we needed the toilet! When we got back Miss Brown Taya and I played spot it.
Surprisingly Miss Brown was really good at it, and surprise, surprise Taya and I were really bad at it. Olivia

The climbing wall as part of Challenge Hill
Around the camp fire

Year 7 Camp
In this recount, I will be writing about the third and last day of the camp. The day started when I woke up at 05:00. I
like waking up early so I can have more time available to do things. Also, it gives me more time to think about things
and to remember things. The first thing I did was get my clothes for the day. The shower was my next task to
complete. I like to do things in the morning and that includes showers. Unfortunately, I did not enjoy that shower. The
water options that I had were piping hot water or really freezing cold water. Whichever knob I touched last, that was
the water temperature!
By the time I treated my first degree burns and had gotten changed, everyone had awoken. My cabin mates were
Reiner, Brayden, Omid and, Ibrahim. To save time I did as much packing as I could do before breakfast. I packed my
dirty clothes and shoes, then my toiletries, towels, hats, and heat pads. At the same time everyone else was packing
their stuff. Brayden had trouble with his sleeping bag because it wouldn’t fit in its bag. I tried to help but it was no
use. Brayden ended up putting the bag in a big plastic bag.
Once everyone was ready, we all went down to the dining hall and watched cartoons until breakfast was ready.
There were some weird cartoons made for kids. But the best cartoon that I watched was transformers. After a few
shows breakfast was ready.
For breakfast we had pancakes with cream and maple syrup. I only got to eat one which was a little sad. Although I
only had one the pancake was tasty. One thing that I wish that was changed was the amount of food that was
available. For the three days I was mostly hungry.
After breakfast our first activity was disk golf. For a few minutes I
was taking it seriously. But afterwards I was just messing around
with Reiner. It was ridiculously hard getting the disks into the
targets because of the way the disks curved. I did not
particularly enjoy this activity due to its difficulty and lack of
success.
Our next activity was orienteering. My squad went walking
around the camp looking for the letters and numbers that we
were meant to collect. Once we reached the Challenge Hill
section, Miss Bree told us that we were doing the activity wrong.
It was twenty minutes to lunch, so I decided to test my
endurance and run back to the main building using the main
road. It was very tough running uphill, so I had to pace myself in
order to make it back without stopping. And with that strategy I
made it back, surprised that I did not stop. I also was not out of
breath to my surprise.
Once we had morning tea, it was time to pack up our cabins. Because I did most of the packing earlier, I was only
going to have to fit in a few more things which was easy. Just to make sure that we did not forget anything I, along
with my cabin mates, did a quick search of the cabin.
The teachers instructed us to take our baggage downstairs and into the building. While I was carrying my large bag
down the stairs the handle suddenly broke off! From then on, I had to drag the bag from the other handle. That part
breaking was extremely saddening because it had only been used
twice!
Once everyone had brought their bags down, we had some spare
time to burn. At the time I had no idea what I was going to do then I
saw some of my friends playing chess. I had nothing else to do so I
joined them. I had to wait because Sam and Hung were playing. The
next game was me against Hung. I have not played in over two years,
so I was a bit rusty. In the end Hung won the game.
By the end of the match in was time to eat lunch. For lunch we had
sausage with bread. I only had two helpings while others had four. I
had noticed a flaw in the food system. I think they should make
enough for everyone to have two servings of food. But I cannot
complain, at least I got food even though I was always hungry. While
Mr. Mac was eating his food, some of his sauce fell onto his white
shoes!
After lunch it was time to load the buses. There was a bit of confusion at first but when the instructions were clearer,
everyone got their baggage sorted. I noticed that the man loading the trailer was a bit aggressive with the students’
luggage. He was hitting the handles of the luggage and then throwing them into the trailer. He also looked a bit
angry. I made sure that I handed my luggage to him without the handle out so he would not hit it. Once Reiner and I
had our stuff loaded, we hopped onto a bus and started heading back to school.
On the bus Reiner and I were talking about high schools, scholarships and stuff like that. While on the bus Sam fell
asleep in an awkward position which looked funny.
Once we arrived back at school, I met with my Mum and greeted her. Afterwards I grabbed my luggage and left.
While my Mum and I were in the car she bombarded me with questions. Sadly, I had to sit there and answer all of
them. By the time I got home I was starving! I instantly dropped my bags and went to the kitchen to eat some real
food, like rice! I was so hungry that I ate almost until 18:00! By then I was so full that I felt like I had enough calories
to not eat for the rest of the week!
Overall, I had a wonderful time at the Woodhouse Activity Centre. The facilities were great the activities were also
fun. But I feel that the camp really relies on the weather to make it even more fun. I would’ve had a much better time
if it was sunny on not rainy. James

Book Week was celebrated at our school assembly today which was hosted by Rooms 26a and 26b. Many of the
students and staff dressed up as their favourite book or film character. With the theme of Curious Creatures - Wild
Minds. We hope you enjoy this selection of photographs taken during the parade.

?

More photos in our next edition!

